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Trade deficit falls by 9.24% in nine months

The country's trade deficit reduced by 9.24% in the first nine months of the current fiscal year (FY2018-19), thanks

to rising export earnings against moderate import payments.  Between July and March, the deficit stood at $11.92

billion, down from $13.14 billion in the same period a year ago, according to the Bangladesh Bank (BB) data.  The

trade deficit slightly fell compared to the previous year but it was still very high, noted Ahsan H Mansur, executive

director of the Policy Research Institute of Bangladesh. There were high imports last year due to various factors

including capital flight while the import growth this year was lower than the export earning, he added.  Exports

stood at $30.43 billion in the first nine months of 2018-19, up by 12.09% year-on-year. Imports rose by 5.13% to

$42.36 billion, according to BB data.  In addition to the trade deficit in goods sector, the trade deficit in the service

sector was also increasing, Ahsan H Mansur told the Dhaka Tribune, suggesting that to overcome this deficit,

remittance and exports earning must be increased a lot.  He said that remittance earning was stable remaining in

the same place for the last few years; it should be increased while more focus on diversifying export goods was

needed.  In July-March, foreign direct investment increased by 39.21% to $2.89 billion. Foreign direct investment

was $2.08 billion in the same period of the previous fiscal year, according to the BB data.
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https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/economy/2019/05/11/trade-deficit-falls-by-9-24-

in-nine-months

NBR slams FBCCI’s attempts to obstruct new VAT law execution

National Board of Revenue has blamed of the Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry for

trying again to create obstacles in implementation of the new VAT act.  In a letter to FBCCI president, NBR also said

that they had adequate preparations to place the Value-Added Tax and Supplementary Duty Act-2012 in

parliament in the upcoming budget for the fiscal year 2019-2020. Carrying out an impact assessment to replace the

existing VAT system should not be a pre-condition of the business community, the letter, signed by NBR second

secretary (VAT policy and rules) Md Tariq Hassan, said.  NBR issued the letter in response to the latest letter of

FBCCI, in which the apex trade body claimed that NBR was not ready to implement the VAT law and NBR skipped a

pre-scheduled meeting on implementation of new VAT law.  FBCCI, on May 5 in a letter to NBR chairman,

expressed apprehension that implementation of the ‘unprepared and much lingered in terms of re-evaluation’ VAT

law would create inflation which may lead to public suffering, resentment and instability in society. FBCCI also

blamed that NBR did not take any visible steps to amend the law and carry out an impact assessment in two years

since postponement of the implementation of the law in July 2017. In response, NBR said that has already brought

necessary amendments in the 2012 VAT Act and VAT Rules-2016 as per the decisions of the coordination meeting

between NBR and FBCCI held on March 31 with finance minister AHM Mustafa Kamal in the chair.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/72125/nbr-slams-fbccis-attempts-to-obstruct-new-vat-

law-execution
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/ipdc-roll-1742176

DSE to launch one-stop data exchange services

The Dhaka Stock Exchange has planned to launch a one-stop data exchange solution agency styled as Financial Data

Exchange Platform for the regulators, stock exchanges and other core market institutions including brokerage

houses, commercial banks, asset management companies and market intermediaries. The decision came following

a proposal by a Chinese consortium comprising the Shenzhen Stock Exchange and the Shanghai Stock Exchange,

DSE’s strategic partners, the bourse’s officials said. They said that the FDEP was a software system that would

provide a secure, reliable and fast channel for trading, flow of funds and information about various types of

financial institution in Bangladesh, DSE officials added. Whenever anyone would need to be sent any quick

message or file, it could be possible through the FDEP communication system, they said.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/72128/dse-to-launch-one-stop-data-exchange-services
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Railway to get record high allocation in next ADP

Bangladesh Railway (BR) is going to receive a record high fund allocation in the next development budget as the

quality of its service has been on the decline, insiders said Friday. They said despite substantial fund allocation over

the last one decade, the quality of service of the state-owned agency remains poor. Planning Commission officials

said they are going to allocate Tk 121.05 billion in the Annual Development Programme (ADP) of the fiscal year (FY)

2019-2020, the highest ever allocation for the state rail agency. The proposed allocation is 70.42 per cent higher

than the allocation of Tk 71.03 billion made in the revised ADP of FY2019 Passengers and experts said the state-run

transport agency has failed to develop its infrastructure satisfactorily, with its average speed remaining within 50

kilometres an hour like in the past.

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/economy/bangladesh/railway-to-get-record-high-

allocation-in-next-adp-1557546431

IPDC on a roll

When a majority of financial institutions are struggling with default loans and a lack of corporate governance, IPDC

Finance Ltd has achieved stellar success by rolling out a raft of successful business models. IPDC’s journey was not

smooth. When Islam joined IPDC as the head of operations in 2006, its classified loan stood at 37 percent. It did not

have proper corporate governance related model, risk management framework, technological module and

dedicated loan recovery unit. Since then, the country’s first private sector financial institution has grown from

strength to strength by improving the whole system. The classified loan now stands at only 1.20 percent of its total

outstanding loans of Tk 4,700 crore, far below the NBFI sector’s average NPL of 10.50 percent. The volume of loans

and deposits rose to Tk 4,432 crore and Tk 3,707 crore respectively in December last year, up from Tk 567 crore

and Tk 399 crore four years ago.
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The net profit of Premier Cement Mills declined moderately for the fiscal year (FY) 2018 compared to previous year

due to various reasons including the increased cost of raw materials. The company reported its revenue of above

Tk 10.04 billion for 2018. During the period, the company's revenue rose 8.29 per cent from Tk 9.28 billion

reported for the FY 2017. On the other hand, the company's net profit declined to Tk 442.18 million for 2018 from

Tk 537.14 million reported for 2017. In accordance with the economic growth of the country, the company has also

witnessed a stable performance, said Mohammad Mustafa Haider, chairman of the Premier Cement. According to

the annual report, the company's selling and distribution expense rose to Tk 418.72 million for 2018 from Tk

385.74 million reported in 2017. The financial expense also rose to Tk 398.17 million for 2018 from Tk 278.06

million calculated in previous FY 2017.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/raw-materials-price-hike-takes-a-

toll-on-net-profit-of-premier-cement-1557587660

Yamaha bikes to be built here from next year

Yamaha motorcycles will be manufactured in Bangladesh starting next year, a move which the initiators say will

offer competitive prices to bikers. It will take up the rest of this year to set up the manufacturing operations, said

FH Ansarey, managing director of ACI Motors, a joint initiative of ACI Limited and Yamaha Motor Corporation

bringing the Japanese brand’s two-wheelers. Ansarey’s comment came at a launching ceremony in Le Méridien

Dhaka yesterday for ACI Motors’ assembly plant for completely knocked-down kits at Sreepur in Gazipur. Sitting on

6 acres of land, the plant took about Tk 100 crore to build and has an annual assembling target of 60,000

motorcycles. Within the next two to three weeks, entrepreneurs will be able to complete registration formalities of

the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies and Firms online, said Rahman. Aminul Islam, executive chairman of Bida,

said Bangladesh needed to look beyond the RMG sector should it want to graduate to a higher middle-income

country.
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Raw materials price hike takes a toll on net profit of Premier Cement

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/yamaha-bikes-be-built-here-next-year-

1742338

2,790 pickup trucks registered in Jan-Mar

The number of pickup truck (double/single cabin) registration in the country stood at 2,790 alone in January and

March 2019, according to an official data. Of the total, 2,031 pickups were registered in Dhaka, according to

Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (BRTA) statistics. A total of 13,097 such vehicles were registered in 2018, the

transport regulator data showed. The data also revealed that 116,494 of such mode of vehicles were registered

until 2018.

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade/2790-pickup-trucks-registered-in-jan-mar-

1557585274
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Denim prospects brighten

Global consumption of denim fabric increased at a compound annual growth rate of 4.77 percent between 2012

and 2016 because of a significant rise in its uses, indicating a brighter future for Bangladesh, says a global market

research firm. The consumption was 6,618.1 million metres in 2016 against 5,493.7 million metres in 2012, said

the firm, Market Insights Reports, in a report launched of late. Globally the denim fabric market was mainly driven

by growing demand for clothing, household items and many other fields, it said. In 2016, the market was led by

China, India, Europe and North America. At present, the major manufacturers of denim fabric are concentrated in

China and India. “It is true that the uses of denim fabrics increased manifold. We are not suffering from crisis of

work orders but from low prices,” said Kutubuddin Ahmed, chairman of Envoy Textiles, which produces 4.5 million

yards of the fabric per month. Two years ago Ahmed used to produce three million yards and increased the output

to cope with demand. “Like me, many other domestic producers also increased their production capacity. So, there

are many suppliers in the market and prices are going down,” he said.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/denim-prospects-brighten-1742335

TV stations to take services from next week

All the local television stations are now ready to get on board the Bangabandhu Satellite – 1 -- one year after its

launch. They will join by May 19, according to Shahjahan Mahmood, chairman of the Bangladesh Communication

Satellite Company Limited (BCSCL) board. The television channels and the lone direct-to-home (DTH) company

Beximco Communications, which runs RealVU, are aking a quarter of the satellite’s capacity. Another one-fourth of

the capacity will be taken up by local agencies like the army, navy and the other government agencies, banks and

some non-governmental organisations working in remote parts of the country. The RealVU is obligated to run its

operations with Bangabandhu-1 and if needed keep its transmissions suspended to get ready to connect with the

satellite. On May 12 last year, the country’s much-hyped satellite was launched to space by Falcon 9, the finest

rocket of American firm SpaceX, from Florida. But because of technical complexities and lack of sufficient

preparation, the BCSCL is yet to exploit the satellite for its commercial benefits.
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Eco-friendly brick businesses pacing up

Imagine working in an office that uses sunlight instead of artificial lights for illumination and that has in place

central air conditioning instead of the split or window air conditioners. In an increasing revolt against over-

urbanization, companies are opting for eco-friendly options. The concept of environment-friendly buildings, or

green buildings as they are popularly known, is catching on in Bangladesh. While the green building movement has

been around globally since the 1970s, it has picked up momentum in Bangladesh only in the last couple of years.

Inspired by the ensuing demand and an urge to protect the environment, business of eco-friendly building

materials, especially bricks have also increased manifold in the past couple of years. Researchers in Bangladesh

have also started conceptualizing and developing new bricks to mitigate the environmental damage caused by

brick manufacturing. New eco-friendly bricks The country produces 25 billion bricks every year.

http://m.theindependentbd.com/post/199174

US investor awarded $75m in cryptocurrency crime case

US entrepreneur and cryptocurrency investor Michael Terpin won $75.8 million in a civil judgment against a 21-

year-old man who Terpin said was part of a scheme that defrauded him of digital currencies, court documents

showed on Friday. California Superior Court last week ordered Manhattan resident Nicholas Truglia to pay Terpin

the amount in compensatory and punitive damages, one of the largest court judgments awarded to an individual in

the cryptocurrency space and highlights crime in the sector. Losses from cryptocurrency theft and fraud surged in

the first quarter of the year to $1.2 billion, or 70 percent of the level for all of 2018, cybersecurity firm CipherTrace

said. Terpin told Reuters late on Thursday he filed a civil complaint in January after three million tokens were

stolen from his cellphone account in early 2018. At the time of the theft, the three million tokens were worth $23.8

million, according to a separate complaint filed by Terpin with U.S. District Court in Los Angeles in August. In that

complaint, Terpin sued AT&T as his service provider.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/us-investor-awarded-75m-cryptocurrency-

crime-case-1742323

Uber shifts into reverse in disappointing Wall Street debut

Uber shares skidded Friday in a disappointing Wall Street debut following a massive public offering from the global

ride-hailing giant. After pricing at $45 for the initial public offering (IPO) -- translating to a market value of $82

billion -- Uber shares began the trading day lower, and closed with a loss of 7.6 percent at $41.57. The decline, in a

volatile session for Wall Street, came amid doubts over Uber’s path to profitability despite one of the biggest tech

IPOs ever. The drop was a “big disappointment” and suggested lower demand than expected for a major name like

Uber, said Matt Kennedy, senior IPO market strategist at Renaissance Capital. Kennedy said that both Uber and US

rival Lyft were lower on concerns about hefty losses at the ride-hailing services. “Silicon Valley may not care about

losses, but Wall Street does,” he said. Ross Gerber of the investment firm Gerber Kawasaki said Uber had been

overhyped, despite concerns about its business model, and estimated Uber’s value at no more than $60 billion.
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